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(57) ABSTRACT

In partitioning and encoding an image into multiple regions,
the degree of freedom of the region shape has generally been
low and setting regions based on image features was ditfi-
cult. A moving image encoding apparatus includes a region
partitioning section, an encoder, and a memory for motion-
compensated prediction. The region partitioning section
includes a partitioning processing section and 3 integration
processing section. The partitioning processing section pat-
litions the input image based on a criterion relating to the
state of partition. The integration processing section into-
grates rntitttally close regions based on it criterion relating to
the state of integration. Thereafter, each region is encoded.
A large variety of region shapes can be produced by the
integmtion processing section. '
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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR
REGION-BASED MOVING IMAGE

ENCODING AND DECODING

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

This invention relates to a method and apparatus for
inputting and encoding a moving image and to an apparatus
for decoding the encoded moving image. This invention
particularly relates to a technique for encoding an image
frame by first partitioning it into multiple regions and to a
technique for decoding the encoded image frame.

2. Description of the Related A11
FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a first prior art showing the

configuration of a moving image encoder based on l'l'U-T
recommendation H.263, wherein numeral 1 indicates an
input digital image signal (hereinafter referred to simply as
an input image), numeral 101 indicates a diiferentiator,
numeral 102 indicates a prediction signal, numeral 103
indicates a prediction error signal, numeral 104 indicates an
encoder, numeral 105 indicates encoded data, numeral 106
indicates a decoder, numeral 10’? indicates a decoded pre-
diction error signal, numeral 108 indicates an adder, numeral
109 indicates a local decoded image signal, numeral 1.10
indicates a memory, numeral 111 indicates a prediction
section, and numeral 112 indicates a motion vector

The input image 1 to be encoded is lirst input to differ-
entiator 101. Dillcrentiator 101 takes the diflierence between

input image 1 and prediction signal 102 for output as
prediction error signal 103. Encoder 104 encodes input
image 1, which is an original signal, or prediction error
signal 103. and outputs encoded data 105. The encoding
method in encoder 104 employs a technique in the above-
mentioned recommendation where prediction error signal
183 is transformed from a space region to a frequency region
using Discrete Cosine Transformation (DCT), a type of
orthogonal transfortzualion, and the obtained transformation
coelficient is linearly quantized.

Encoded data 105 is branched into two directions, where
one is transmitted to a receiver, or an image decoding
apparatus (not shown) and the other is input to decoder 106
within the present apparatus. Decoder 105 performs an
operation which is the opposite of encoder 104, and gener-
ates and outputs decoded prediction error signal 107 from
encoded data 105. Adder 103 adds prediction signal 102
with decoded prediction error signal 107 and outputs the
result as decoded image signal 109. Prediction section 11.1.
performs n:totion—comp-ensated prediction using input image
1 and decoded image signal 109 of the previous frame stored
in memory 110, and outputs prediction signal 102 and
motion vector 112. At this time, motion compensation is
performed in block units of a fixed size called a macro block
comprising 16x16 pixels. As an optional function for a block
within a region having large movements, motion-
comperusated prediction can be performed with the macro
block partitioned into four sub—block units of 8x3 pixels.
The obtained motion vector 112. is transmitted toward the

image decoding apparatus, and prediction signal 102 is sent
to diflferentiator 102 and adder 108. According to this
apparatus, the amount of data of the moving image can be
compressed while maintaining image quality through the use
of motion-compensated prediction.

In this prior art, the shape of the encoding unit region is
limited to two types. Moreover, both shapes are rectangular.
Therefore, there is naturally a limit in the encoding which

2

can be adapted to the scene structure or features of an image.
For example, if it is desired to increase the amount of code
only for an object having large movements, it is preferable.
although difiicult in this prior art, to define a region having
a shape identical to that of the object.

FIG. 2 is a biock diagram of an image encoding apparatus
concerning a second prior art. This apparatus is based on an
encoding method that was proposed in “A Very Low Bit
Rate Video Coder Based on Vector Quantization" by I.. C.
Real at al (IEEE Transactions on Image Processing, Vb}. 5,
No. 2, liebruargr 1996). In the same figure, numeral 113
indicates a region partitioning section, numeral 114 indicates
a prediction section, numeral ]15 indicates a region deter-
mination section, numeral 116 indicates encoding mode
information including inter-frame encoding and intra-frame
encoding information. numeral 117 indicates a motion
vector, numeral 118 indicates an encoder, and numeral 119
indicates encoded data.

In this apparatus, input image 1 is first partitioned into
multiple regions by region partitioning section 113. Region
partitioning section 113 determines the of regions in
accordance with the motion-compensated prediction error.
Region partitioning section 113 performs judgment using a
threshold with regard to dispersion of the inter-frame sigttal
and assigns small blocks to regions having large movement
and large blocks to regions, such as backgrounds, having
small movement from among ten types of block sizes of
4x4, 4x3, 8x4, 8x8, 8x16, 16x8, 16x16, 16x32, 32x16, and
32x32 prepared in advance. In concrete terms, a dispersion
value is calculated by region determination section 115 for
the prediction error signal obtained by prediction wlion
1.14, and based on it the block size is determined. Attribute
information 116, such as region shape information and
encoding mode information, as well as motion vector 11'?
are determined at this time, and the prediction error signal or
the original signal is encoded by encoder 115 in accordance
with the encoding mode information to yield encoded data
119. Subsequent processes are the same as those of the first
prior art.

This prior art is richer in processing flexibility than the
first prior art from the viewpoint of preparing multiple sized
blocks. However, this apparatus also limits each region to a
rectangular shape. Therefore, even with rectangular shapes
in ten sizes, there is room for improvement in adaptability
with respect to arbitrarily shaped image regions.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invenlion takes into consideration these prob-
lems with the object of providing a moving image encoding
technique for performing more flexible processing accord-
ing to the conditions of the image to be processed. The
object of this invention, in more concrete terms, is to provide
a moving image encoding technique using region partition-

, ing techniques that can accurately handle various image
structures. Another object of this invention is to provide at
partitioning criterion based on various points of view when
partitioning regions for encoding. Still another object of this
invention is to provide a technique for correctly decoding
the encoded data of regions that have been partitioned into
various shapes.

The moving image encoding method of this invention
includes two steps. A first step partitions an input image into
multiple regions based on at predetermined partitioning
judgrnent criterion. Until this point, the encoding process is
the same as the general conventional region-based encoding.
However, in a second step, this invention integrates each of
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partitioned multiple regions with adjacent regions based on
a predetermined integration jt.1dgt'l]et:l1 criterion. Thereafter,
in it third step, the image signal is encoded for each of the
regions remaining after integration. According to this
method, the integration process allows regions to take on
various shapes. Tlitus, a region having a shape closely
matching the structure of an image or outline of an object
can be generated.

The moving image encoding apparatus of this invention
includes a region partitioning section and an encoder. The
region partitioning section includes a partitioning processing
section for partitioning the input image into multiple regions
based on a predetermined partitioning judgment criterion,
and a integration processing section for integrating each of
multiple regions partitioned by the partitioning processing
section with adjacent regions based on a predetermined
integration judgment criterion. The encoder encodes the
image signal for each of the rt-goals remaining after inte-
gration by the integration processing section. According to
this apparatus, a comparatively high image quality can be '
achieved at comparatively high data compression ratios
while flexibly supporting the strucntres of images.

The above-mentioned integration processing section per-
forms preliminary encoding and decoding of images for
each region, and may examine the amount of code and the '-
encoding distortion. In such a case, the encoding distortion
can be minimized under the constraint of a predetermined
amount of code.

The above-mentioned partitioning processing section
includes a class identifying section for classifying the impor-
tance of regions into classes, and may judge whether or not
to partition each region based on an activity to be described
later and the class. If the class identifying section references
feature parameters in images, the recognition of objects
becomes possible thus facilitating more accurate region
partitioning.

On the other hand, the moving image decoding apparatus
of this invention inputs and decodes the encoded data of the
image that was encoded after being partitioned into multiple
regions. This apparatus includes a region shape restoring
section and an image data decoder. The region shape restor-
ing section restores, based on region shape information
included in the encoded data, the shape of each region that
was partitioned during encoding. The image data decoder,
after specifying the sequence in which regions were encoded
based on the shapes of the restored regions, decodes the
image for each region from the encoded data. According to
this apparatus, accurate decoding is achieved even if regions
having various shapes are generated in the encoding stage.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 shows a moving image encoding apparatus relating
to it ftrst prior art.

FIG. 2 shows a moving image encoding apparatus relating -
to a second prior art.

FIG. 3 is a block diagram common to general moving
image encoding apparatus relating to an embodiment.

FIG. 4 is a flowchart showing an operation of the encod-
ing apparatus of FIG. 3.

FIG. 5 is an internal block diagram of the region parti-
tioning section of FIG. 3.

FIG. 6 is an internai block diagram of the partitioning
processing section of FIG. 5.

FIG. '7 is a flowchart showing an operation of the parti-
tioning processing section of FIG. 6.
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FIG. 3 shows an example of a uniform partitioning result
in the partitioning processing section of FIG. 6.

FIG. 9 shows a result of It ftrst. initial partitioning in the
partitioning processing section of FIG. 6.

FIG. 10 shows a final result of initial partitioning in the
partitioning processing section of FIG. 6.

FIG. ]_l is an internal block diagram of the integration
processing section of FIG. 5.

FIG. 12 is a flowchart showing an operation of the
integration processing section of FIG. 11.

FIG. 13 shows an example of labeling a region in the
integration processing section of FIG. 11.

FIG. 14 shows an example of setting adjacent regions in
the integration processing section of FIG. 11.

FIG. 15 is a flowchart showing the procedure of S19 of
FIG. 12.

FIG. 16 is an internal block diagram of another embodi-
ment of the partitioning processing section of FIG. 5.

FIG. 17 shows a final result of initial partitioning in the
partitioning processing section of FIG. 16.

FIG. 18 is an internal block diagram of another embodi-
ment of the partitioning processing section of FIG. 5.

FIG. 19 is t flowchart showing an operation of the
partitioning processing section of FIG. 18.

FIG. 20 shows another embodiment of the class identi-

fying section of FIG. 18.
FIG. 21 shows motion-compensated prediction based on

biock matching.

FIG. 22 is an internal block diagram of another embodi-
ment of the partitioning processing section of FIG. 5.

FIG. 23 is a flowchart showing an operation of the
partitioning processing section of FIG. 22.

FIG. 24 is an internal block diagram of another embodi-
ment of the integration processing section of FIG. 5.

FIG. 25 is a fiowchan showing an operation of the
integration processing section of FIG. 24.

FIG. 26 is an internal block diagram of another embodi-
ment of the integration processing section of FIG. 5.

FIG. 27 is an internal block diagram of a moving image
decoding apparatus relating to the embodiment.

FIG. 28 is a flowchart showing an operation of the
decoding apparatus of FIG. 24.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
PREFERRED EMBOIDIMENTS

First Embodiment

FIG. 3 is a block diagram showing a configuration ofa
moving image encoding apparatus related to this embodi-
mettt. This apparatus can be used in portable or stationary
equipment for image communications, such as TV tele-
phones and TVt:onferent‘.ing. It can also be used as a moving
image encoding apparatus in image storage and recording
apparatus such as digital VCRS and video servers.
Furthermore, the procemes in this apparatus can also be used
as a moving image encoding program to be installed in the
form of software or DSP firmware.

In FIG. 3, numeral 1 indicates the input image, numeral
2 indicates a region partitioning section, numeral 3 indicates
region shape information, numeral 4 indicates a region
image signal, numeral 5 indicates region motion
information, numeral 6 indicates region attribute
information, numeral 7 indicates an encoder, numeral 8
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indicates a local decoded image, numeral 9 indicates a
memory, numeral 1|} indicates a reference image, and
numeral 11 indicates an encoded bit stream. FIG. 4 is a

flowchart showing an operation of the apparatus. The overall
operation of the apparatus is first described with reference to _
FIGS. 3 and 4.

Input image 1 is input to region partitioning section 2 (S1)
where it is partitioned into multiple regions. Region parti-
tioning section 2 performs initial partitioning (S2) and
adjacent region integrating (53), as willto be described later.
Region partitioning section 2 passes shape information 3,
image signal 4, attribute information 6 such as encoding
modes of the regions and, motion information 5 for each
region obtained as a rcsult of partitioning to encoder 7.
Encoder 7 transforms and multiplexes these information
items into a hit pattern based on a predetermined encoding
method for output" as encoded bit stream 11 (S4, S5). In order
to perform region partitioning and encoding based on
motion-compensated prediction, encoder 7 generates local
decoded image 3 for catch region and stores it into memory
9. Region partitioning section 2 and encoder 7 fetches the
local decoded image stored in memory 9 as reference image
10 to perform motion-compensated prediction.

FIG. 5 is a detailed block diagram of region partitioning
section 2 wherein numeral 12 indicates a partitioning pro-
cessing section, numeral 13 indicates initial partition shape
information, and numeral 14 indicates :1 integration process-
ing section
(1) Initial Partitioning

The initial panitionirtg corresponding to S2 of FIG. 4 is
performed at partitioning processing section 12. Initial par-
titioning refers to the partitioning which is performed before
proceeding to integration, and the total partitioning count is
dependent on the state of the image, namely, the features or
characteristics of the image.

FIG. 6 shows an internal configuration of partitioning |
processing section 12 wherein numeral 15 indicates a uni-
form partitioning section, numeral 16 indicates an activity
calculating section, numeral 17 indicates an activity,
numeral 18 indicates a partitioning judgment section, and
numeral 19 indicates ll partition state instruction signal. The
activity refers to an evaluated value for judging the features
or characteristics of the image regarding a predetermined
property. A prediction error power accompanying motion-
cornpcnsated prediction for a region is employed as the
activity in this embodiment.

FIG. 21 shows a method of motion-compensated predic-
tion based on a block matching method. In the block
matching method, vector V given in the following formula is
found as the motion vector of the region S to be predicted.

Dm-n |'_f.rt.t:+i',, _1-'-i—l",..I—l}-fitx. 31.1)]

The term fs(x, y, t) is the pixel value on (X, y) at time t of
the predicted region S, fs{x, y, I-1) is the pixel value on (x,
y) at time t—l, and fs('x+v_‘, y-r-vi, t—1) is the pixel value of‘
the position that is displaced from position (x, y. t-1) by the
amount of vector v. R represents the motion vector search
range.

From the obtained vector v, the prediction image is
obtained by t"s(x+vI, y+v_,,, 1-1), and the prediction error
power, or activity, becomes D,,,,,,. Defining the activity with
this method enables region partitioning to be performed
according to the complexity of the local motion of the
image. Control becomes possible, such as for detailed

55
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encoding for portions having large movements and rough
encoding for portions having small movements. Afline
motion compensation for obtaining alline motion parameters
and perspective motion compensation for detecting three-
dirnensional motion may he used.

FIG. 7 is a flowchart showing an operation ofpartitioning
processing section 12 wherein unconditional uniform block
partitioning is first performed (53) by uniform partitioning
section 15. At this time, one frame is partitioned, for
example, into blocks of 32x32 pixels as shown in FIG. 8.

This partitioning process is called a 0"'ipartitioning stage.
The number of blocks generated in the t)" partitioning stage
is denoted by No and each block by B,,° (1§n:—‘ND)'.

Next, a judgment is made individually as to whether or
not to perform further block partitioning for each E," (S9).
For this purpose, activity 17 for each 2B,," is calculated in
activity calculating section 16. Partitioning judgment section
18 compares threshold THO that was set in advance with the
activity of each block, and if activity 17 is larger than THO,
the corresponding B,_." is further partitioned into four blocks
(SIB). This is called a 1” partitioning stage.

FIG. 9 illustrates the partitioned image at the 1*" parti-
tioning stage. The number of newly generated 1(1)-<16 pixel
blocks is denoted by NJ and each block by B,,1 (1 ‘—En§N,).
Hereafter, the activity of each B,’ is calculated and a 2'”
partitioning stage is performed using threshold Tl-ll.
Thereafter, threshold Tl-lj is applied to block Bf generated
in a j"’ partitioning stage and the j+]"' partitioning stage is
executed (S13 to S16). The initial partitioning is terminated
when j reaches a predetennined upper limit value. It is
assumed here for the purpose of description that the process
is terminated at the end of the 2"“ partitioning stage. In this
case, blocks as shown in FIG. 10 are generated. Block sizes
range from 8x8 pixels to 32x32 pixels. The number of

. blocks at the end of initial partitioning is denoted by Mo and
the initial region of catch block by S,,°. The shape informa-
tion for S,,° is passed to integration processing section 14 as
initial partition shape information 13.
(2) integrating Adjacent Regions

Integration processing section 14 performs integration
with adjacent regions for each S,_". The internal configura-
tion of integration processing section 14 is shown in FIG. 11
wherein numeral 20 indicates a labeling section, numeral 21
indicates an adjacent region setting section, numeral 22
indicates a provisional encoder, numeral 23 indicates a
decoder, numeral 24 indicates an encoding distortion calcu-
lating section, numeral 25 indicates an evaluation value
calculating section, numeral 26 indicates a constant for
evaluation value calculation, numeral 27 indicates a inte-
gration judgment mtion, and numeral 28 indicates a inte-
gration process iteration instruction signal.

FIG. 12 is a flowchart showing an operation of integration
processing section 14. As shown in the flowchart, numbers
or labels, are first assigned to initial regions 5,," by labeling
section 20 in accordance to a predetermined rule (517). For
example, numbers are assigned in sequence to regions while
the image frame is scanned horizontally in pixel units from
the top left corner to the bottom right corner. A simple
example of labeling is shown in FIG. 13 wherein labels “1”,
"_”, andso forth are assigned to the regions in thcirseqnence
of appearance on the scanning line. At this time, region size
is ignored. Hereinafter, the label value of region S: is
denoted by l(S,f). The 1: here corresponds to a 16* partition-
ing stage to be described later. where the initial state is it-0.

Next, the “adjacent regions” of each region are defined by
5 adjacent region setting section 21 (S18) using labels. FIG.

14 is an example of adjacent regions wherein the adjacent
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regions of region SH" are based on the labels of FIG. 13.
Regions B, C, and D, which are adjacent to the edges of
region A and have label values larger than that of region A.
are defined as adjacent regions.

Next, a judgment is made for each region as to whether or
not the region can be integrated with its adjacent regions.
For this reason, an evaluation value for integration is cai-
culated (S19) by provisional encoder 22, decoder 23, encod-
ing distortion calculating section 24, and evaluation value
calculating section 25. The evaluation value is amount of
eode—distortion cost l.(S,,") expressed in the followingformula.

r_(s,,“t-n(5,*)+:tre(s,,": Formula 1

Here, o(s,,t) is the encoding distortion of 5,", namely, the
square error summation, R(S,,‘) is the amount of code of Sn",
and l. is the constant 26. The integration proceeds in the
direction of decreasing L(S,,‘). Decreasing rrsf) is equiva-
lent to decreasing the encoding distortion within the range of
the predetermined amount of code based on the given
constant 1.. Decreasing the summation of I_(S,,“) enables the
encoding distortion to be reduced when the same amount of
code is used.

FIG. .15 is a detailed flowchart of $19. First. S," is
preliminarily encoded (S22) at provisional encoder 22. The
purpose of this encoding is to prepare for the calculation of
the amount of code R(S,,k) and the derivation of encoding
distortion D(S,,"). In this embodiment, provisional encoder
22 performs motion compensation using reference image 10.
The data to be encoded includes image data, namely, the
prediction error signal or original signal, motion information
to specify the prediction image, and attribute information
such as of the encoding mode, where the summation of the
amounts of these codes is R(S,,"'). The prediction error signal ‘ ‘
is obtained as the diiference of the original signal of SJ‘ and
the prediction image.

Decoder 23 generates the local decoded image for 5;“
(523) using the encoded data obtained by provisional
encoder 22. Next, distortion D(S,_") of the local decoded
image and original image is calculated (S24) by encoding
distortion calculating section 24. Evaluation value calculat-
ing section 25 calculates S25) amount of code—distortion
cost L(S,,") from Rt'S,,") and D(S,,").

Step 19 performs the preceding evaluation vahte calcu-
lation for all regions for the three types of

1. Each region Sn" itself: L(S,,“']

2. Adjacent regions N,{S,,"‘] of Sn’: L(N, S,,"])

3. Regiolp temporarily integrating SJ‘ and N,[ti,,"]: L{SN*+N S

Here, denotes an adjacent region of S,,''', and i is a
number for distinguishing the multiple adjacent regions.

Next, in integration judgment section 27, a location within
the image frame where

Di-L(s."i+L<Nts...*]J—L(s.."+='~5[s.."])

is a maximum is searched for, and the corrflsponding Sn“: and
N,[s_,*] are integrated (520). This is the if" integration stage.
Hereafter, integration judgment section 27 instructs labeling
section 20 to update labels through integration process
iteration instruction signal 28. Labeling section 2|} replaces
label l(N,{S,,"‘]) with l(S,,k), and again sets adjacent regions
with adjacent region setting section 21. This yields new

region S,,’‘’'1 and adjacent regions Ni£S,,"+1], thus determin-
ing L(S,,*”1], Lt(N,[S,,"“]}. and L(S,, "’+N,i_'S,.,*“]}. Integra-

8

tion judgment section 27 halts the instructions to labeling
section 20 when there are no further combinations yielding

posit)ive values of DL and terminates the integration process(S21 .
This terminates the processing for partitioning and

integrating. and infonnation 3 expressing the region pani-
tioucd state of input image 1, image data 4 For each region,
motion information 5, and attribute information 6 is output
to encoder 7. Hereafter, encoding is performed according to
a predetermined encoding method.

In this embodiment, integrating was performed as well as
partitioning and each region can be expressed as a set of
rectangular blocks of various sizes. For example, an object
within an image having large movements can be integrated
into a single region having a shape similar to the outline of
the object. As a result, the amount of code is controlled by
changing the quantization parameter for each object so as to
enable flexible handling of images based on their actual
structures. Furthermore, optimum region partitioning which
minimizes encoding distortion is achieved under a fixed
amount of code. Thus, compared to the conventional moving
image encoding apparatus, higher image quality can be
achieved with a smaller amount of code.

Although the initial partitioning in this embodiment was
terminated at the end of the 2”’ partitioning stage, it may of
course be terminated at another stage. For example, if the.
overall movement of the image is small, the initial parti-
tioning may be terminated at the 1*“ stage and, if not, the
number of stages may be increased. Furthermore, although
image frames were encoded in this embodiment, it is also
possible to apply this encoding in a similar manner to a.
rectangular image area including an object of arbitrary shape
in the image frame.

For described encoder 7 and provisional encoder 22, the
encoding of SN“ was performed ‘through a combination of
DCT and linear quantization. However, other encoding
methods, such as vector quantization, sub-band encoding, or
wavelet encoding, may be used. Multiple encoding methods
may be prepared and a configuration selectively using the
method having the best encoding efficiency may be
employed.

Although prediction error power was adopted for the
activity in this embodiment, other examples given below
may be considered.

A first example is a dispersion value within the region.
The dispersion value expresses the complexity of the pixel
distribution of the region, and the dispersion value becomes
larger for a region that includes images where pixel values,
such as at edges, vary suddenly. Dispersion value cr, is given
by the following formula when the pixel value within region
S is set to fs(x, y, 1) and the mean of pixel value within region
S is set to rt,

rr_,=%g [fstx.,v. .- _

By this activity, regions can be partitioned according to
the complexity of the local structure of the image, and
control is possible for detailed encoding of portions where
pixel values change drastically and rough encoding of
portions where pixel values change minimally.

A second example is the edge intensity within the region.
The edge intensity can be solved using a Sobel operator as
mentioned in “Edge detection by compass gradient masks"
by (5. Robinson ("Journal of Computer Graphics and Image
Processing, Vbl. 6, No. 5, October 1977) as the number of
pixels distributed on the edge or edge distribution area. In
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the case of this method, regions can be partitioned according
to the edge structure of the image, and control is possible for
detailed encoding of portiolts where edges are located and
rough encoding of portions where edges do not exist.

As a third example, the magnitude of the motion param-
eter based on motion-compensated prediction of the region
can be given. As a result of motion-compensated prediction,
the motion parameter is obtained. This corresponds to vector
v in the block matching method. According to this method,
regions can be partitioned according to the degree of motion
of the image, and control is possible for detailed encoding of
portions where localized large movements occur, such as
object regions, and rough encoding of portions where move-
ments rarely occur, such as background regions.

A fourth example is the linear sum of the amount of code
of the motion parameter based on motion-compensated
prediction of the region and the prediction error power. The
evaluation value of this case may be defined in the following
formula.

L,"-D,,,,+a\.R,,,‘ Forrrrula 2

Here, Dm is the prediction error power determined in the
course of motion parameter detection, 1 is a oonslartl, antl
Rm is the amount of Code of the motion parameter. The '
motion parameter minimizing Lm is determined and the
evaluation value at the time is set as the activity. According
to this method, regions are partitioned so as to lower the total
encoding cost including the amount of information of the
motion parameter and the amount of information based on
the complexity of motion of the image, enabling encoding of '
partitions to be performed with a small amount of informa-
tion.

Afifth example‘ is the linear sum of the activity values. By
performing appropriate weighting for each activity, it
becomes possible to handle a variety of images.

Although initial partitioning is performed in the partition-
ing processing section 12 in this embodiment, this section or
the like can be provided outside the region partitioning _
section 2. With that arrangement, the initial partitioning is
done outside the moving image encoding apparatus shown
in FIG. 1 and at pre-partitioned image is directly input to the
region partitioning section 2.

Second Embodiment

This embodiment relates to an apparatus wherein region
partitioning section 2 of the first embodiment has been
partially modified. FIG. 16 is an internal block diagram of
region partitioning section 2 in this embodiment. As shown _
in this diagram, region partitioning section 2 of the second
embodiment has a configuration wherein partitioning pro-
cessing section 12 of FIG. 5 has been replaced by uniform
partitioning section 15. As shown in FIG. 17, a threshold
judgment of the activity is not performed in the initial __
partitioning process in this oonfiguration, and uniform par-
titioning is unconditionally pcrformed in square btocks of
minimum region area-. This minimum region area may be
made selectable.

Setting of the threshold is unnecessary in this
embodiment, and region panitioning is performed only for
amount of code-—-distortion cost as the evaluation value.

Therefore, the procedure associated with threshold setting
becomes unnecessary, as do activity calculation and com-
parison judgment processing. Thus, this embodiment can be
used in addition to the first embodiment in order to lighten
the computational load relating to these processes.

10
Third Embodiment

I n the partitioning process of this embodiment, a judg-
ment is made as to whether or not partitioning is possible,
not only including the activity, but also including an index
(hereinafter called a class} indicating die importance of the
region. It is preferable to perform detailed encoding for
regions having high importance, and to reduce region areas.
Regions having low importance are made as large as pos-
sible so as to reduce the amount of code per pixel.

The activity is, for example, a closed, local statistical
value within the region. On the other hand, the classes in this
crnbodirncnt are based on the features of the image spanning
regions. In this embodiment, the classes are defined ‘on the
basis as to what degree a person views the region, namely,
a person’s degree of observation. due to the object structure
traversing the region. For example, when the edge dist.n'hu-
tion of a given region spans a wide range and the connection
with adjacent negions is strong, it is highly possible the
region is iocated at the boundary of an object.

FIG. 18 is an internal block diagram of partitioning
processing section 12 in this embodiment. Besides that
shown, the configuration is identical to that of the first
embodiment and the following description centers on the
dilferences from the first embodiment. In the same diagram,
numeral 29 indicates a class identifying section, numeral 30
indicates a class identifier, and numeral 31 indicates a
partitioning judgment section. l3'l(i. 19 is a flowchart show-
ing an operation of partitioning processing section 12 shown
in FIG. 18.

As shown in FIG. 19, uniform partitioning (S26) is first
' performed. Hereafter, class 30 of each region is determined

(327) by class identifying section 29. Class identifying
section 29 determines the class by evaluating magnitude a of
the dispersion within the region, state [3 of the edge distri-
bution within the region (includes edge direction and dis-
tribution area), and connectivity y of the edges with adjacent
regions. For example, a region having a dispersion a that is
tess than a predetermined value is set as the lowest class
(class A), while the edge distribution [3 within the region is
further determined for regions having dispersion a that is
larger than the predetermined value. The determination of [S
can be accomplished, for example, by the previously men-
tioned Sobel operator. If [3 is less than the predetermined
value, the region is considered to be a small area having an
independent edge rather than an object boundary, then set as
an intermediate class (class B}. When [3 is to a certain extent
large, connectivity T is evaluated, and if 7 is large, the region
is classified into the most important class (class C).

After classification into Classes, activity 17 is calculated
in activity calculating section 16, and a threshold judgment
relating to the activity is firs: performed (528) by partition-
ing judgment section 31. For a region judged here to require
partilionirlg, a judgment is made for permission to partition
based on class30 (529). Thus, partitioning judgment section
31 holds a criterion in advance which defines to What extent

of size a region of each class is to be partitioned. If
permission is granted for partitioning with regard to a class,
the region is partitioned (830). This is performed for all
regions, and the same partitioning process is also performed
for the newly created partitioned regions (533 to S38).

According to this embodiment, the encoding of images
can be performed while taldng into consideration the fea-
tures of images spanning multiple regions, particularly the
outlines of objects. Control is possible so that regions with
a low degree of observation are roughly encoded to reduce

, the amount of information, and the amount of information
reduced is applied to regions having a high degree of
observation.
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Fourth Embodiment

The degree of observation of the person was employed in
class determination in the third embodiment. In this

embodiment, features of at known image are stored, and
classes are determined according to the degree of coinci-
dence between the stored features and the features calculated

from each region.
For example, for images of faces, considerable research

has been oonducted, and many techniques have been pro-
posed for digitizing face structures. Once these features are
stored, a person's face (generally having high importance)
can be detected from Within the image. For other objects,
there are also many instances where they can be described
by features based on luminance and texture information. In
order to clearly express a person’s face, the region having
features coinciding with features of the person’s face is set
as the most important. class A, while other regions are set as
class B of normal importance.

FIG. 20 is a block diagram of class identifying section 2.9
in this embodiment. The other blocks are equivalent to those
in the third embodiment. In FIG. 20, numeral 32 indicates a
features memory, numeral 33 indicates a degree of feature
coincidence calculating section, and numeral 34 indicates a
class determination section.

Features memory 32 holds the features relating to objects
for each object classified into classes. Degree of feature
coincidence calculating section 33 calculates the degree of
coincidence of inpuj image 1 and the features of the object
classified into classes. The degree of coincidence is
determined, for example, as an error between the features of
input image 1 and the features within features memory 32.
Next, the object having the highest degree of coincidence is
detected by class determination section 34, and the con-
cerned regions are classified into that object class.

According to this embodiment, the identification or detec-
tion of objects becomes possible depending on features of
the image. Image quality can be ftrrther improved where
necessary. The classification of objects into classes may be
performed according to the features associated with the
person’s degree of observation, in which case encoding can
be performed while taking into consideration human visual
characteristics with respect to the image.

Fifth Embodiment

Encoding distortion during the integration process was
taken into consideration in the first embodiment. In this

embodiment, encoding distortion in the partitioning process
stage is taken into consideration.

FIG. 22 is an internal block diagam of partitioning
processing section 12 in this embodiment, wherein numeral
35 indicates a partitioning judgment section and nun1eraI36
indicates a partitioning process iteration instruction signal.
FIG. 23 is a flowchart showing an operation of_partition1’ng
processing section 12 of FIG. 22.

Partitioning processing section 12 of this embodiment
employs formula 1 that was introduced in the first embodi-
ment. Through the use of this formula, the initial partitioning
process is performed in a direction of reducing the summa-
tion of L{S,,*) within the frame so that the encoding distor-
tion can be reduced when the same amount of code is used.

As shown in FIG. 23, uniform block partitioning is first
performed (839) in uniform partitioning section 15, for
example, so that the state of FIG. 8 is obtained. This
corresponds to the 0'3‘ partitioning stage. The number of
blocks obtained at this time is denoted by No and each block

5
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is denoted by 13,,” (1 -‘_5n§No). Ajudgment is made for each
Bu" as to whether or not to perform further block partition-
ing. A comparison is made between LI,'B,,°) relating to B,"
and the summation of L{SB,,°{i)) relating to each sub-block
SB,,°(i)(1§i§-4) obtained after B,,“ is partitioned into four
parts. Partitioning is permitted if the latter is smaller.

in calculating the amount o[codeAlisto1't:ion cost, encod-
ing of B,,° and SB,,°(i) is lirst performed in provisional
encoder 22. Next, in decoder 23, the local decoded images
of 13,,” and SB,,°(i) are generated from the encoded data
obtained from provisional encoder 22. Next, the distortion
between the local decoded images and the original image.
D(B”°) and D(SB"°(i)), are calculated by encoding distor-
tion calculating section 24. Evaluation value calculating

_ section 25 calculates L(B,,°) and I_.{SB,,"‘(i)) from amount of
code R(B,_"} and R{SB,,°(i)) and encoding distortion Dtltn”)
and D(sB,,°(i)) (S40, S41).

Partitioning judgment section 35 compares L(B,,”) and the
summation of the four sub-blocks nfL(SB,,°(i)) (i-1, 2, 3, 4)
(S42), and partitions B,,“ into four parts of SB,,°(i) if the
latter is smaller (343). This corresponds to the 1" s parti-
tioning stage. The bloclrs partitioned into SB,,°(i) are newly
denoted by Bu“ (1§n§N,), and the same partit:ioIIingjudg-
meat is performed with respect to B,,1 (S46 to S51).

__ Subsequently, the same partitioning process is performed a

30

predetermined number of times. The partitioned state shown
in FIG. 10, for example, is achieved as a result.

Since activity-related operations are not performed in this
embodiment, this embodiment is particularly advantageous
if importance is placed on reducing the amount of opera-
tions.

Sixth Embodiment

Another example of integration processing section 14
- shown in FIG. 11 oi.’ the first embodiment is described. FIG.

24 is an internal block diagram of integration processing
section 14 of this embodiment wherein numeral 37 indicates

a quantization parameter setting section, numeral 33 indi-
cates a quantization parameter, and numeral 39 indicates a
provisional encoder. The operation of integration processing
section 14 is basically the same as shown in FIG. 12, with
the exception of S19.

FIG. 25 is a flowchart showing a process of evaluation
value calculation corresponding to 519. The evaluation
value calculation is performed by provisional encoder 39,
decoder 23, encoding distortion calculating section 24, and
evaluation value calculating section 25.

First, an initial parameter value is set in quantization
parameter setting section 37 and output (852) to provisional
encoder 39. Next, encoding of region Sn" is performed (553)
in provisional encoder 239. During encoding, quantization is
performed using the set quantization parameter.

Decoder23 generates the local decoded image ofS,‘ from
the encoded data obtained in this manner (S54). Next,
distortion D(S,,") between the local decoded image and the
original image is calculated (555) at encoding distortion
calculating section 24. Evaluation value calculating section
calculates L(S,,‘) from amount of code R(S,,“J and encoding
distortion D{S,,") ($56). The value of cost ohtained from the
initial calculation is held as Lmin, after which the quanti-
zation parameter is varied and the same cost calculation is
performed. Because varying the quantization parameter
changes the balance between the amount of code and
distortion, the parameter for when the amount of code-—

. distortion cost is at a minimum is employed, resulting in
amount of code—distortion cost l.(S,,") of region Sf (357 to
360). The remainder is the same as the first embodiment.
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According to this embodiment, an optimum integration
process is achieved while taking into consideration the
quantization parameter. This method of including the quan-
tization parameter is also applicable to the partitioning
process based on the amount of code—distortion cost 5
described in the fifth embodiment.

Seventh Embodiment

Yet another example of the sixth embodiment is described
in this embodiment. FIG. 26 is an internal block diagram of
integration processing section 14 of this embodiinent
wherein numeral 40 indicates a motion-compensated pre-
diction cost calculating section, numeral 41 indicates a
motion-compensated prediction cost, and numeral 42 indi-
cates a provisional encoder.

Provisional encoder 42 uses encoding based on motion-
compertsated prediction to determine the motion parameter.
At this time, the motion-compensated prediction cost
(formula 2) described in the first embodiment is used. In
other words, deterrnination of the motion parameter during
temporary encoding is performed so that the cost is mini-
mined by taking a balance between motion-compensation
based matching distortion and the amount of code of the
motion parameter. In concrete terms, in the encoding by
provisional encoder 42, the motion parameter is determined
from the value of cost that is calculated by motion-
compensated prediction cost calculating section 40. The
remainder of the process is similar to that of the sixth
embodiment.

According to this embodiment, from a given constant 3..
the region shape can be determined while minimizing the
overall amount of oode—distortion cost ii-om motion com-

pensation to encoding. As a result, the encoding distortion
based on a predetermined amount of code can be reduced.

Eighth Embodiment

In this embodiment, a moving image decoding apparatus
is described for decoding encoded hit streams Lhat are
generated by various moving image encoding apparatuses.
FIG. 27 shows a configuration of the decoding apparatus
wherein numeral 43 indicates a bit stream analyzer, numeral
44 indicates a region shape decoder, numeral 45 indicates an
attribute information decoder, numeral 46 indicates an
image data dewder, numeral 4? indicates a motion infor- '
mation decoder, numeral 48 indicates a motion parameter,
numeral 49 indicates a motion compensation section,
numeral 50 indicates a prediction image, numeral 51 indi-
cates an image decoder, numeral 52 indicates an external
memory, and numeral 53 indicates a reproduced image.

This decoding apparatus decodes encoded bit streams
consisting of region shape information‘ representing region
partitioned state related to an image frame or partial image
within an image frame (referred to as “image frames and the
like” hereinafter), image data for regions encoded by a
predetermined method, attribute information of regions, and
motion information of regions; restores region images; and
reproduces image frames and the litre.

For this embodiment, the description method for region
shape information diflers from general conventional meth-
ods in that non-rectangular shaped regions are generated in
the process of encoding. The description method employed
in this embodiment is based on

i) explicit coordinates of vcrtices of each region,
ii) explicit process in encoding when regions are parti-

tioned or integrated,
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or the like. In the method of ii), for example, the number
of the region partitioned in the i""' partitioning stage and
the number of the region integrated in thej"" integration

stage for arbitrary iand are noted. As in the encodingapparatus, the 0" partitioning stage is iirst performed
according to FIG. 8 at the decoding apparatus, after
which the final partitioned state can be restored by
following the identical procedure as the encoding appa-
ratus. In the method of if), the amount of data is
generally small compared to a method of directly
noting the coordinate data.

FIG. 28 is a flowchart showing an operation of this
decoding apparatus. Encoded bit stream 11 is lirst input by
bit stream analyzer 43 wherein the bit stream is convened to

_ encoded data (S61). Among the encoded data, the region
shape information is decoded in region shape decoder 44,
and the region partitioned state is restored (S62) for image
frames and the like using the above-mentioned method. By
restoring the region, the encoded sequence of region infor-
mation encoded in subsequent bit streams is identified. The
regions are designated S,,.

Next, the data of regions is decoded in sequence from the
bit stream according to the encoded sequence. First, the
attribute infnnnation for region S,, is decoded by attribute
information decoder 45. and the encoding mode information
for the region is decoded (S63). If the current mode is
inter-mode (inter-frame encoding mode), namely, a mode in
which the prediction error signal is encoded (S64), motion
parameter 48 is decoded in motion information decoder 47
(S65). Motion parameter 48 is sent to motion compensation
section 49 and, based on this, motion compensation section
49 calculates a memory address corresponding to the pre-
diction image among reference images stored in external
memory 52, and retrieves prediction image 50 from external
memory 52 (S66). Next, the image data {or region S" is
decoded in image data decoder 46 (367). In the case of
inrer—mode, the decoded image data. and prediction image 50
are added to obtain the final reproduced image for region 5”.

On the other hand, in the case of intra-mode (intra-frame
encoding mode), the decoded image data directly becomes
the final reproduced image 53 for region S". The reproduced
image is used as the reference image for subsequent predic-
tion image gencration so is written to external memory 52.
This judgment and restoration of the reproduced image are
perfonned in image decoder 51 (S68).

The series of processes terminates when it is performed
for all regions included in image frames and the like. Similar
processes may be also performed for other subsequent image
lkames and the like.

While there have been described what are at present
considered to be preferred embodiments of the invention, it
will be understood that Various modiiications may be made
thereto, and it is intended that the appended claims cover all
such modifications as fall within the true spirit and scope of
the invention.

‘What is claimed is:

1. An apparatus for encoding an image signal, said
apparatus comprising: a region partitioning section which
includes:

a partitioning processing section partitioning the image
signal into a first plurality of regions based on a
partition judgment criterion; and

an integration processing section integrating each region
of said first plurality of regions with adjacent regions to
convert said iirsl plurality of regions into a second
plurality of regions, wherein said integration process-
ing section includes;
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a provisional encoder preliminarily encoding an image
per region of said first pluraiity of regions and
calculating the amount of code thereof;

a decoder decoding the image encoded by said provi-
sional encoder;

an encoding distortion calculating section calculating
encoding distortion by using the image decoded by
said decoder; and

an evaluation value calculating section catctzlatitig an
evaluation value forjuclging merit of encoding while
taking into consideration both said amount of code
and said encoding distortion,

wherein it is determined for each region of said first
plurality of regions whether or not to perform inte-
gration based on a result of comparing the evaluation
value that is obtained in the case where said each

region is integrated with adjacent regions and the
evaluation value that is obtained in the case where

said each region is not integrated with adjacent
regions; -and

an encoder separately encoding each region of said sec-
ond plurality of regions.

2. An apparatus for encoding an image signal, said
apparatus comprising:

at region partitioning section which includes:
a partitio ning processing section partitioning the image

signal into a first plurality of regions based on a
partition judgment criterion, wherein said partition-
ing processing section includes:
an activity calculating section calculating prediction

error power accompanying motion-compensated
prediction of each region as an activity of the
region; and

a partitioning judgment section comparing the cal-
culated activity with a criterion -value that was set
in advance,

wherein said partition processing section further
partitions regions having activity greater than said
criterion value into smaller regions," and

an integration processing section integrating each
region of said first plurality of regions with adjacent
regions to convert said first plurality of regions into
a second plurality of regions; and

an encoder separately encoding each region of said sec-
ond plurality of regions.

3. An apparatus for encoding an image signal, saidapparatus comprising:

a region partitioning section which includes:
a partitioning processing section partitioning the image

signal into a first plurality of regions based on a _
partition judgment criterion, wherein said partition-
ing processing section includes:
an activity calculating section calculating edge inten-

sity of an original signal for each region as the
activity of the region; and

a partitioning judgment section comparing the cal-
culated activity with a criterion value that was set
in advance,

wherein said partition processing section further
partitions regions having activity greater than said
criterion value into smaller regions; and

an integration processing section integrating each
region of said first plurality of regions With adjacent
regions to convert said first plurality of regions into
a second plurality of lemons; and

an encoder separately encoding each region of said sec-
ond plurality of regions.
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4. An apparatus for encoding an image signal, said
apparatus comprising:

a region partitioning section which includes:
a partitioning processing section partitioning the image

signal into a first plurality of regions based on a
partition judgment criterion, wherein said partition-
ing processing section includes:
an activity calculating section calculating, for each

region, a linear sum of a plurality of numeric
values indicating the characteristics of the image
of the region; and

a partitioning judgment section comparing the cal-
eulated activity with a criterion value that was set
in advance,

wherein said partition processing section further parti-
tions regions having activity greater than said crite-
rion value into smaller regions; and

an integration processing section integrating each
region of said first plurality of regions with adjacent
regions to convert said first plurality of regions into
a second plurality of regions; and

an encoder separately encoding each region of said sec-
ond plurality of regions.

5. An apparatus as in claim 4 wherein said plurality of
numeric values includes a prediction error power and 21
motion parameter of each region which accompany motion-
compensared prediction.

6. An apparatus as in claim 4 wherein said plurality of
numeric values includes amount of code of a. motion param-
eter of each region, a prediction error power which accom-
panies motion compensation, a dispersion value of an origi-
nal signal, edge intensity, and magnitude of the motion
parameter of each region.

7. An apparatus as in claim 2 wherein said partitioning
processing section further includes a class identifying sec-
tion and judges whether or not to partition each region on the
basis of both said activity and class.

8. An apparatus as in claim 7 wherein said class identi-
fying section observes an object structure spanning a plu-
rality of regions and decides classes for the regions.

9.An apparatus as in claim 8 wherein said object structure
E judged on the basis of original -signal dispersion of the
region, edge intensity, and degree of connection ofthe edge
with adjacent regions.

10. An apparatus as in claim 7 wherein said class iden-
tifying section observes features of an image; performs
detection of objects; and, based on the results thereof.
decides classes for the regions.

11. An apparatus as in claim 10 wherein said class
identifying section stores in advance, for each object pre-
dicted to be included in the image, features of the image
including the object, and determines the class ofeach region
based on degree of coincidence of the features of the image
of each region and the stored features of the object.

12. An apparatus for encoding an image signal, said
apparatus comprising:

a rcgon partitioning section which includes:
a partitioning processing section partitioning the image

signal into a first plurality of regions based on a
partition judgment criterion, wherein said partition-
ing processing section includes:
a. provisional encoder preliminarily encoding the

image for each region and calculating the amount
of code thereof;

a decoder decoding the image encoded by the pro-
visional encoder;

an encoding distortion calculating section calculat-
ing an encoding distortion using the image that
was decoded by the decoder; and
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an evaluation value calculating section calculating
the evaluation value forjudging merit of encoding
while taking into consideration both the amount of
code and the encoding distortion,

wherein it is determined for each region whether or not 5
to perform partitioning for the region based on a
result comparing the evaluation value that is
obtained in the case where the region is further
partitioned into smaller regions and the evaluation
value that is obtained in the case where the region is
not further partitioned into smaller regions; and

an integration processing section integrating each
region of said lirst plurality of regions with adjacent
regions to convert said first plurality of regions into
a second plurality of regions; and

an encoder separately encoding each region of said sec-
ond plurality of regions.

13. An apparatus as in claim 1 wherein a quantization
parameter of a prediction error signal accompanying
motion-compensated prediction is variably set in said pin-
visional encoder, and said evaluation value calculating sec-
tion calculatm the evaluation value while varying the quan-
tization parameter.

14. An apparatus as in claim 1 wherein an evaluation
value calculating section for obtaining as an evaluation
value a linear sum of the prediction error power and the
amount of code of motion parameter of each region accom-
panying motion-compensated prediction is disposed in a
stage prior to that of said provisional encoder, and said
provisional encoder detects the motion parameter based on
the evaluation value.

15. An apparatus for decoding encoded data of an image,
the image being encoded after being partitioned into a first
plurality of regions and after the first plurality of regions are
transformed into a final set of regions, wherein at least one
of the final set of regions is formed by integrating two or
more regions of the first plurality of regions based on
predetermined criteria, the llnal'set of regions including at
least two ditferent regions, the encoded data including
region shaping information, said apparatus for decoding
comprising:

an input receiving the encoded data including the region
shaping information representing, said region integra-
tion process based on said predetermined criteria;

21 region shape restoring section operatively connected to
said input, said region shape restoring section opera-
tively arranged to restore the final set of regions, based
on the received region shaping information, said
restored final set of regions, including at least two
diderent regions; and

a coded data decoder operatively connected to said region
shape restoring section, said coded data decoder decod-
ing encoded data corresponding to regions of said
restored final set of regions to facilitate deriving the __
image therefrom.

16. A method for decoding encoded data of an image, the
image being encoded after being partitioned into a first
plurality of regions and after the first plurality of regions are
transformed into a final set of regions, wherein at least one
of the final set of regions is formed by integrating two or
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more regions of the first plurality of regions based on
predetermined criteria, the final set of regions including at
least two dilferent regions, the encoded data including
region shaping information," said method comprising the
steps of:

receiving the encoded data including the region shaping
information representing said region integration pro-
cess based on said predetermined criteria,‘

restoring the final set of regions based on the received
region shaping information, said restored final set o.i
regions including at least two ditierent regions; and

decoding encoded data corresponding to regions of said
restored final set of regions to facilitate deriving the
image therefrom.

17. An apparatus for decoding encoded data of an image,
the image being encoded after being partitioned into a first

plurality of regions and after the first plurality of
regions are transformed into a final set of regions,
wherein at least one of the final set of regions is formed
by recursive integration of two or more regions of the
first plurality of regions based on predetermined
criteria, the final set of regions including at least two
different regions, the encoded data including region
shaping information, said apparatus for decoding com-
posing;

an input receiving the encoded data including the region
shaping information,-

a region shape restoring section operatively curt-nected to
said input, said region shape restoring section opera-
tively arranged to restore the final set of regions, based
on the received regions shaping information, said
restored final set of regions, including at least two
different regions; and

a coded data decoder operatively connected to said region
shape restoring section, said coded data decoder decod-
ing encodcd data corresponding to regions of said
restored final set of regions to facilitate deriving the
image therefirom.

18. A method for decoding encoded data of an image,
the image being encoded after being partitioned into a first

plurality of regions and after the first plurality of
regions are transformed into a final set of regions,
wherein at least one of the final set of regions is fanned
by recursive integration of two or more regions of the
first plurality of regions based on predetermined
criteria, the final set of regions including at least two
difierent regions, the encoded data. including region
shaping information, said method for decoding com-
prising:

receiving the enended data including the region shaping
information;

restoring the final set of regio based on the received
region shaping information, said restored final set of
regions including at least two difiereut regions; and

decoding encoded data corresponding to regions of said
restored final set of regions to facilitate deriving the
image therefrom.
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